1. What were the Kinsey Reports?

2. As the 1960s began, the United States was launched into what has now become known as the “_________________ ____________________”. 
   a. How did the time period play a role in making the Masters and Johnson study possible?

3. The objective Masters and Johnson proposed in their theory was a __________________ one: to help people overcome sexual problems that they might be experiencing.

4. Who were the “volunteers” for the study?

5. Sometimes participants were observed and ___________________ while having intercourse in various positions, and other times they were observed and measured during masturbation either annually or with _______________________________ designed to allow for clear recording of response.

6. What are the stages of the sexual response cycle?

7. True or false (circle one): During resolution stage, a man experiences a refractory period, during which he is physically incapable of experiencing another orgasm, but many women do not appear to have a refractory period.

8. Do you believe the sexual response cycle should start with physiological arousal like Masters and Johnson proclaim or with desire like Kaplan proposed? Explain your answer.

9. Why is it unlikely female sexual problems can be solved in a way similar to how male erectile disorders drugs work?